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Nepume kog angyoso durodon
(u were in my embrace)

Gyoulbadaui padosoriga
(as we listened to the sound of 
Winter waves)

Jigum hurun nunmure shidgyojyo borijanhayo
(but now that noise is washed away with
These tears)

Uljimalgo gude narulbwayo
(don't cry look at me)

You are the one
Ojig nomani nesarang(u r my only love)
You are the sun
Tasuhi gamsaon miso(ur smile wrmly embraces me)
You are my love
To na yogshi gudemane ojig dan han saram(I'm her 1
nd only)
Onjekajina gyothe issoyo(TOGETHER FOREVER...)

Nunmulmankhum sarangun giphojyo
(love deepens as much as the tears flow)

Aphunmankhum to oruni doeyo
(and we mature as much as we hurt)

Maumi dagnundero gujo gorogamyon
(if we walk toward the place where our
Hearts touch)

Doenungorago nan midgoshiphoy0
(I want to believe it is possible
[it is possible...])

You are the one
Oredwejiman marhalge
(its been a long time but, I'll just
Say it) 
You are the sun
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Hangsang nopuniyodangol
(u were alwyays the one for me)

You are my love
To gakkumun hangorum mankhume dwieso
[there was a time I was always one stop behind you]

Nomu gakkaulka mangsoryodangol
9always wondering if I was too close)

Onunal gasumsog barami buldorado
(even 1 day a wind blows through my heart)

Guane narul kog jabgo nohji marayo gudeyo
(take a firm hold of me)

Gu usumuro nal jabajwoyo

You are the one
Oredwejiman marhalge
You are the sun
Hangsang nopuniodangol
You are my love
To gakkumun hangorum mankhume dwieso
Nomu gakkaolka mangsoryodangol

You are the one
Ojig nomani ne sarang
You are the sun
Tasuhi gamsaon miso
You are my love
To na yogshi gudemane ojig dan han saram
Onjekajina gyothe issoyo
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